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Heroine At Anzio

S-Sgt. George D. Stallings, 23,
recently returned from service
outside the continental United
States, now is being processed
through the Army Air Forces ReIn a simple but impressive
distribution Station in Miami
Tbe annual Caldwell County
Beach, Fla., where his next asceremony at Ogden Memorial
Farm Bureau membership camsignment will be recommended..
Methodist Church Sunday night,
paign began this week, John
*
Boy Scout Troop No. 42 was
Mahan, president, said Tuesday
Sergeant Stallings, A-20 Bospresented its charter. And eight
and all present members hav,
ton gunner, flew 51 combat mist
Tenderfoot Scouts received
sions in Mediterranean theater
been asked, in letters, to renew
and was awarded the Air Medal
membership certificates. Carl
their affiliation on or before
with four oak leaf clusters. He
Sparks, chairman of the Three
March 4, when the annual mem,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Rivers District, Boy Scouts of
bership dinner is tentatively
Stallings, of the Lewistown comAmerica, made. the presentation.
scheduled to be held at the
munity.
Officially receiving the charter
* * *
Lt. Helen Talboy (above) of
Methodist Church, with J. E.
for
the
new
troop, which is
Des Moines, Ia., was credited in
i.500-feet Mount Cassino is shown the Ancient Benedictine monastery (on peak,
Mrs. Nellie H. Twele (above).
First Sergeant Robert 0. Nash,
rear)
Standford,
executive
secretary
Flying
Fortresses
by
blasted
and
press dispatches with organizing husband of the former
as
artillery Tuesday dislodging Germans holding up sponsored
by the Methodist 45, Baltimore, Md., housewife
Charline
.d advance in Italy. Smoke (below) rises from the town of Cassino during shelling by Church, were the Rev. E. S. whose five sons, husband and of the Kentucky Farm Bureau surviving nurses and taking
Prince, has landed safely in Engcharge
of
the
surgical
.AP Wirephoto).
section
step-son
of
are
in
the
service—five Federation, as principal speakDenton, Howard York, W. L.
a hospital on the Anzio beach- land. Mrs. Nash is at the home
of them in the Navy—has
Mays and R. S. Gregory, mem- named Navy mother of the been er.
head in Italy ititUer it was bombed of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
year
oy the Germans. (AP Wirephoto) John Prince,
bers of the sponsoring commit- after a nation-wide search. (AP
Green St.
The membership goal for this
tee and stewards of the church. Wirephoto).
* * *
year
is
300,
Mr.
Mahan
said.
Merle Drain, also a member .of
Corporal John Keeney, Army
Present membership is 225. No
the sponsoring committee, was
Signal Corps, New York, N. Y.,
not present.
canvass for new members will
is visiting his wife and parents,
Charter members, with TenMr. and Mrs. Henry Keeney, E.
be made until after the memberPrinceton merchants, in line real bargains in today's retail
derfoot rank, are: Harold Creekship dinner, altho new members
Market St.
with a custom established 2 market, the sponsors of this
Tigers Meet Cobb
mur, Charles P'Pool, Harold
* * *
will be accepted at any time, the
Profitably To
years ago to attract shoppers event said.
Campaign
Is
For
Huge
Price, Neil Dunbar, Eugene
Corporal Earl Walker Bryant
president said.
Tonight,
Eddyville
here, will offer -in early Spring
Next
week's
Production
issue
of
The Croft, Totnmy Glenn, Larry Hofch
has returned to Myrtle Beach,
War Needs, Not
Annual election of officers for
Dollar Days sales even here Fri- Leader will carry special sales fius and
Monday, At Home
Charles Yates. Others
S. C., after a furlough here with
the county organization will be
Is Is Chief Topic
"Roll
day, Saturday and Monday, Feb. messages advertising the first working
Call"
Basketball interest boomed his parents, Mr.
for Tenderfoot ratings
held at the dinner meeting. Mr.
and Mrs. A. L.
25, 28 and 28, it was announced Dollar Days event of 1944 and include Billy
Discussion
Wilkerson, Donald for organizing this year's Red Mahan is serving out the term af here the last week when two Bryant, Stone St. Mrs. Bryant
the public is invited to read Poindexter, Charles, Babb and Cross War Fund campaign at a
- ,Ig Thursday, Feb. 17, Wednesday.
M. H. Brown, who resigned last red hot contests were played, remained here with his parents
While many items previously these and to buy what is needed Paul O'Malley.
of meetings is being
meeting Tuesday night, Thos. J. summer to manage the primary and lost, by the Butler
Tigers, for a longer visit.
offered
as
leaders
in
Dollar
Days
Ertenin
Agricultural
staple merchandise, backed
:ne
Mr. Sparks charged the spon- Simmons,
* * *
election campaign of Ben Kil- the twin trouncing
chairman,
said
Wedhere
are
aggregating
scarce
or missing en- by stores whose reputations are soring committee with its duties
and the AAA, for
Captain G. W. McConnell, stagore for governor.
nesday.
Wood,
Frank
last
year's
three points. The next few days tioned at Bowman
se of providing farm- tirely from store stocks, there is well established in this com- toward the troop and Trice
Field, LouisAmong the things the Caldwell
campaign chairman, and John
information on the 1944 plenty of standard merchandise munity for giving sound values Yates, Scoutmaster, accepted the
County Farm Bureau will strive will see the end of the regular ville, for the last several months,
E.
Young,
chapter
chairman,
will
on hand and attractive specials in items every home and indi- charter. In a brief address, Mr.
ral programs.
act as chief aides to Mr. Sim- for this year, Mr. Mahan said, season here, with Cobb High's has been transferred to Maxton
ions on the agricultural will be advertised, presenting vidual must have.
Yates explained Scouting and
are:
squad meeting the Tigers here Field, N. C. They were visitors
mons.
war goals, and ways
told of accomplishments of the
To help win the war for tonight (Thursday) and Eddy- here and at Eddyville Pist weekOther committee heads and
ns of profitably reacheight charter members of Troop
ville's Tigers coming fry- the end.
solicitors' names will be an- human liberty.
action goals will be held
* * *
No. 42 necessary to complete
To help prevent inflation and final game Monday night, Feb.
nounced next week, as well as
•isions of the 1944 Agritheir training for eligibility as
Sgt. Seldon McElroy, Ft. Knox,
21.
the completed program for the deflation.
Conservation Program
Tenderfoot Scouts.
To maintain a program of farm
Playing Marion Friday night, spent last week-end with his
canvass. It is especially stressed
Present also for the ceremony
the locals led until the last parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Mcthat this year's drive is not a price stabilization
Agent J. F. Graham
Former Commonwere other business men who
(By Associated Press)
Fight for a fair tax system.
minute of the game, after being Elroy in Fredonia.
"Roll Call" for members but an
* * *
.at farmers of the counHelp eliminate waste and in front 21 to 8 at half time,
Washington — Representatives have been active in promoting extraordinary effort to help raise
wealth's
Attorney
Here
aking the maximum etexpansion of the Boy Scout
Pfc. Hoy Cunningahm, husband
bureauracy
in
government.
but
were
edged
out,
29
the
largest
to
sum
Flannagan
28.
the
Red
(D.,
Cross
Va.) introduced
Victim Of Icy Highway
their part to meet the
movement in Princeton, Marion,
Fair educational opportunities
Also at home Monday night, of Mrs. Gladys Cunningham and
has ever been called upon to
food production goals.
Trice Bennett, former com- legislation Tuesday authorizing Eddyville and Kuttawa the last
for rural youth.
the Tigers showed their best son of Mr. and Mrs. Lincy Cunobtain.
Pon given in this series monwealth's attorney of tide -dis- an increase in Burley tobacco year. The .—.Rev. Mr. Denton
To develop farm -leadership.
wares against Dawson Springs, ningham, of Princeton, has been
The'county chapter's quota is
ngs will be of assistance
preached a brief sermon, directTo keep agriculture from be- the team which Coach Cox says authorized to receive the Army's
trict and for years prominent in acreage allotments.
$6,300, and "dollar-apiece memt7s in completing their
His bill would provide that ed to the Scouts and Scouters berships, such as were always coming a subsistent industry.
is the best his boys have met Good Conduct Medal, it was relegal circles throughout western
present, stressing the fine inTo
eliminate
the
all
tax
on
season, again leading until cently announced at headquarters
tracthe
asked
Burley
in Roll Cabs, will not
acreage allotment for
fluence of the movement upon
:e of meetings: Thurs- Kentucky, was killed in an auto.
five minutes before the end, of the San Francisco Port of
enable us to reach our goal," tor gasoline
farm
any
which
had
one
last
17, Cobb School, 10 a. mobile accident at Waverly, Uncharacter of members and said
only to fall, by a 25 to 23 count. Embarkation, Fort Mason, Calif.
Chairman Simmonds stated.
Stare, 1:20 p.m.; Friday, ion county, Tuesday night. He year should not be less than one he knew the church and the
Moss fouled out in the final Before his induction in the Army
The slogan for the campaign
acre or 25 percent of the crop- community would lend support
White School, 10 a.m., was 62 years old.
stages and the Dawsonites grab- in December, 1942, he was an
is
"Give
More
in
'44".
land, whichever is smaller.
to the new troop, thus making
.1) School 1:30 p.m.;
employe at Princeton Hosiery
bed a narrow victory margin.
Mr. Bennett was en route to
Acreage required for appor- for better citizens and a better
Feb. 22, Hall School,
Princeton will be host to the Mills.
Drain
Rejected
For
Service
when
Louisville
car
in
he
his
tionment
under
the resolution community.
: Wednesday. Feb. 23,
* * *
district tournament Friday and
After Chicago Induction Test
Boy membership of the Westcurve
in would be in addition to national
tool, 10 am., Farmers- lost control on a
James William Creelcrnur, 18,
Saturday nights, Feb. 25-26.
H.
Merle
Drain,
manager
of
Plans
For
InYear
ern Kentucky Area Council,
1:30 p.m.; Thursday, Waverly. His body was found in and state acreage allotments.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hershel
the J. C. Penney Company's
The resolution cited the in- BSA, is now more than 1,000,
clude
Boys'
Camp
Fredonia School, 1:30 the back seat. Surface of the
Creekrnur, Green St., received
Vehicle
store
here,
president
Operators
of
the
KiAre
creased demand for Burley in largest in its 14-year history. In
ay, Feb. 25, Courthouse,
recognition as eligible to qualify
In
District
wanis Club and a leader in civic
highway was icy.
Warned
record
consumption
To
Get
cigarettes
Princeton
of
1944
during the last year,
, 1:30 p.m.
for the petty officer rating of
and church activities, was reThree Rivers Boy Scout DisHe is survived by two daugh- in recent years.
a Cub pack, with more than 30
motor machinist's mate, third
Licenses By March 1
jeeted
by
Selective
trict
Service
Committee
members
at
held
ters and a step-daughter, Mrs.
Small growers of tobacco boys between the ages of 9 and
Warning that motor vehicle class at recent graduation exChicago,
Ill.,
last
week,
their
to
February
due
council
meeting
PrinceWilliam E. McCaslin, of
could, if acreage allotments were 11 years, also has been organized,
an old leg injury. He returned in the Scout Lodge, Eddyville, operators who fail to display ercises held for diesel students
ton. Funeral arrangements had increased, produce
additional with the Rev. John Fox as cubat the - Naval Training School,
Tuesday night, with Chairman 1944 license plates will be cited
not been made Wednesday, pend- Burley without adversely affect- master. Scout Troop, No. 39, with home Monday.
Naval Air Technical Training
Carl Sparks presiding. Kenneth to court on and after March 2
ing arrival of his daughters, from ing production of essential food Alton Templeton as Scoutmaster
was issued this week by Col. Center, Navy Pier, Chicago, Ill.
Connonelly,
deputy
regional
Mrs.
Alvin
Cairo, Ill., and Louisville.
Lisanby
To
and fiber crops, the resolution and the Christian Church as
Now a fireman, first class, he
Scout executive, Cincinnati, and Jack W. Nelson, State Highway
Building Cornsaid.
sponsor, is actively functioning Address Woman's Club
was sent to a specialty school. He
Patrol director.
other
officials
were
present.
Rouin its tenth year.
d At Fredonia;
Medico-Dental Assn.
The Woman's Club will hold
The announcement came after visited his parents here last
tine business of the district
The ceremonial at the Metho- its regular
monthly
meeting
Gov.
Simeon Willis stated he week.
inery Enroute
22
Feb.
Here
Meet
To
dist Church was the locar Scout Friday night, 7:30 o'clock, at the council was transacted and plans would not extend
* * *
time for purThe Four County Medico-Dentuthern Gold Cheese
observance of the 34th anniver- home of Mrs. Roy Towery, W. made for the year's activities, in- chasing the new
Sgt. Virgil F. Goodaker, son
licenses. The
cluding
a
, of McKenzie, Tenn., al Association will meet in
boys'
camp
in
the
dissary of the chartering of Boy Main street, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers,
1943 plates are valid until mid- of Miller Goodaker, Princeton,
ieted construction of a Princeton Tuesday night, Feb.
trict.
Scouts in America.
president, announced this week.
night March 1, under an exten- has just been graduated from
1:riz at Fredonia, re- 22, with supper at the Methodist
Present were: W. L. Mays, R.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby will speak,
sion granted several years ago radio school at Scott Field, Ill.,
Assumes Duties With
S. Gregory, C. A. Horn, G. M.
ant destroyed some Church at 6:30 o'cle5k. The proGRAYSON HARRALSON her subject "The Romance of Pedley,
by the General Assembly from which is part of the Army Air
J. F. Graham, Howard
fire, and expects gram: "Infantile Paralysis," Dr.
Federated Tuesday,
Glass."
the former December 31 dead- Forces Training command. Sgt.
RECEIVES CITATION
McConnell, Saul Pogrotsky, the
.siness in about a Philip F. Barbour, Louisville;
Goodaker is a graduate of the
line.
Succeeding C. Smith FOR
Rev. John Vox, Princeton; Neil
ling to informa- "Fractures," Dr. J. Garland
WAR FUND WORK
Last year there were 1,821 1928 class at Butler High School.
Mrs. Al Thomas Page, whose
Sherrill, Louisville. The AssociaGuess,
J.
D.
Vaughn, the Rev.
A citation for meritorious
* * *
passenger cars, 318 commercial
J. D. Phelps, the Rev. J. R.
1,,ny is waiting now tion is composed of physicians husband is a partner, with C.
service has been sent to
George Smiley, Jr., U. S.
vehicles and 155 farm trucks
Federated
Caldwell,
the
W. Gowin, in
Nolan, Marion; Dr. C. P. Moseley,
achinery to be received and dentists residing in
Judge Herman L. Stephens
licensed here. To date, for 1944, Army, has been transferred from
Wilbur Wadlington, P. B. Lady,
lied, expected to be Crittenden, Lyon and Trigg Store, became manager of that
for presentation to Grayson
only 859 passenger cars, 122 Bend, Oregon, to Pittsburgh,
business Tuesday, Feb. 15, acDr.
T.
W.
Lander,
within the next three counties. It meets quarterly.
Boyce
Pierce,
Harrelson, who led the camtrucks and 57 farm vehicles Calif. He spent a furlough with
cording to announcement of the
the Rev. L. I. Chandler and Carl
Must File Discharge
paign here for the National
have been licensed, County Court his family heer recently, and
sueShe
week.
partners
this
Yates,
Eddyville; W. 0. Potter, Clerk
elis, of McKenzie, has Hopkinsville Women
war Fund. Dr. F. L. McVey,
on his return was promoted to
Papers With County
Philip Stevens said.
ceds Cecil Smith, who, with
arge of construction of
Scout executitre, Owensboro; and
State chairman, signed the
rank of Corporal.
P.
V.
Willis
For
Want
Court
Clerk
his family, will return to MisW. W. Chumbler, assistant Scout
plant He is now in
• • •
citation and expressed the
4th War Loan Quota Is
The Christian County Repub- sissippi.
hut is expected back
All veterans of World War H executive, Madisonville.
T-Fifth Grade Billy Newsom
gratitude of State headquarton
went
lican Woman's Club
The Federated Store began
Extension of Scout activities to $76,600 Over-Subscribed and Mrs. Newsom are
who have been discharged from
'ICt week, to supers for Mr. Harralson's work.
visiting
record Wednesday as recom- business in Princeton April 4,
- ,'ion of
the Armed Forces and are en- Fredonia was proposed and apSales of bonds in the Fourth relatives here. He is stationed
The State War Fund was
machinery. mending "Gov. S. S. Willis, of
at
1941, with Messrs. Gowin and
titled to muster-out pay of $100, proved, with a meeting scheduled War Loan has reached a total, San Bernadino, Calif.,
fully subscribed and the
in the
President- Page as partners, both having
Vice
the
Kentucky,
as
$200 or $300 can obtain all in- there soon looking toward ob- in Princeton and Caldwell coun- Ordnance Depot.
fll Mitchell, employe
money will be used to serve
ial nominee on the Republican been prominently identified witli
formation and application forms taining a sponsoring organiza- ty, of $356,600 at noon Wednes* * *
60,000,000 war sufferers all
Obeli. spent Friday
V.
Mrs.
L.
the mercantile business of the
at the courthouse, Princeton, tion.
day, last large purchase being
P,,rents, Mr. and Mrs. ticket this fall."
over the world, Pr. McVey's
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Whitt, of
Gates, president of the club, an- community for years. Mr. Gowin
February 23. Shelby Peace, manthat of the Southern Bell Tele- Galveston, Texas, visited
letter said.
idle% near Princeher
nounced the organization had is in the State office of OPA, at
ager of the district U. S. Office
phone Co., in the amount of parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Lieut.
John
Butts
E.
Sims
also commended Governor Willis' Louisville, and Mr. Page is emof Employment, advises The
$6,000, Dr. W. L. Cash, cam- and other relatives in
S. Williams Wins
Fredonia
Is Here On Leave
administration fo Kentucky State ployed in a war plant at Evans- J.
Leader.
paign chairman, reported. The recently. He is in the
U. S. Coast
Judgment
For $1,250
affaifs.
The original discharge must ac- \ Lieut. John Earl Sims, former county's quota was $280,000. The Guards,
ville.
A jury in Daviess Circuit company the application. Those coach and teacher at Butler State went over its quota as
Mrs. Page is well known here.
Caldwell Draft Board
She said Wednesday there will Court, at Owensboro, awarded desiring to make application for High School, is on leave visiting Washington reported the 14 bilLieut. Clay McClain
Seeks Missing Registrants
be no changes in personnel or J. S. Williams, W. Market street, the muster-out pay should file his wife and daughter, Joan, at lion total had been over-sub'kend saw 187 names
Princeton, a judgment of $1,250 their discharge with the county the home of her parents, Mr. and scribed by $191,000,000 before Begins Army Service
esent whereabouts of Ben policy of the Federated Store.
'9 stricken
and interest from December 1, court clerk and obtain a certi- Mrs. H. Mohon. Lieut. Sims has the deadline.
First Lieutenant and Mrs. Clay
J. Smith, registered as living at
from
.st of The Lead1938, in his suit against the Leaf fied copy. The discharge is very been stationed at the Naval Air
McClain were guests of friends
1642 Campbell Ave., Detroit, and
Needed
Knitters
More
Tobacco Co., on a claim that important, not only in the case Station, Norman, Okla., since
' s ubscriptions had
here Tuesday. Lieutenant McB. S. Corley, 918 S. Anderson
16 Soldiers Dined
rated to
the company employed him for of muster-out pay, but in future November. He expects to be
Ind., is sought By Red Cross Project
Clain, recently commissioned in
laPse• This street, Elwood,
transferred at the end of his At USO Center Sunday
More knitters are needed by a fixed period and discharged employment.
:10or1unity for 187
the Army Medical Corps, has
by the Caldwell Selective SerSixteen soldiers and ten local been ordered to Carlisle Bar"ceive the home
vice Board, both being due for the Red Cross Knitting project him before its expiration. Mr.
Veterans will be assisted in leave.
-cgularly. Due to induction.
girls were served dinner at the racks, Pa., for training. He will
to complete the next shipment and Mrs. Williams spent last filling out the proper papers for
i.cictions, shortage
USO center here Sunday noon later go to Ft. Devens, Mass.
of sweaters, scarfs and helmets week in Owensboro while the pay due them and also all in- Johnston Addresses
by members of the Christian They are visiting her parents,
and materials,
It Mr. and Mrs. IL L. Greer have as soon as possible, it was an- suit was being tried.
formation regarding jobs, educa- Local Klwanis Club
K. A. Johnston, a member of Church, with Mrs. Henry Terry Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Jones,
lesires to provide
returned from California, where nounced Monday by Mrs. R. W.
tion, training, pensions and any
at
l'ics to readers in
they were guests of his brother, Lisanby, chairman. She urged To Take Examination
other information they may de- the Marion Kiwanis Club and in charge of the entertainment Kuttawa.
mahave
,1 Caldwell
superintendent
already
For
Naval
who
Corps
of
Air
Greer,
committee.
the
knitters
U.
S.
Other
Coal
menibers
prePollee Set. and Mrs. C. T.
sire
will
be furnished, Mr.
county
James Lee Beck and Norman PLce's letter states.
& Coke Company's fluorspar sent were Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, Returns To Duties
not solicit subat Colton. They also visited their terial to finish knitted articles
Bromley,
seniors
may
mining
Yarn
at Butler High
operations in Crittenden Mrs. Ethel French and Rev. and
ifrtside the county son, Eugene Greer, who is M10- as aeon is possible.
Miss Virginia McCaslin, office
urstion,.,altho
elated with the F. B. I., in San be obtained at the K. U. office School, will leave Feb. 28 for
Pl. HuJh Cherry, Jr. return- county, addressed the Princeton Mrs. C. P. Brooks. Lunch will to manager for Service Insurance
sugh
'us Will be
fluorspar -and served next Sunday to visiting Agency, returned to work TuesFrancisco and their son, George, every Monday afternoon from St. Louis, where they will take ed Friday from Louisville and Klwanis Club
accepted
lb
who is attending flight school at 1:30 to 6:30 o'clock. and finished preliminary examinations for en- Lexington, where she spent a Its uses at Wednesday's regular soldiers by the First Baptist day after an illness of influenza
trance in the Naval Air Corps.
week with friends and relatives. meeting.
articles may be left here.
Church at the USO center.
the last week.
Visalia, Calif.

Trice Bennett Is
Killed In Auto ,

ee for

If You Believe In
Individual Enterprise
Say So In The Leader

Veterans Can Get
Pay Forms Here

rtunsty For
ome Folk
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congratuPrinceton has fresh cause for
Sunday
lations this week in the chartering
Wherever
night of Boy Scout Troop No. 42.
is certhe Scout movement is strong, there
type
finest
tain to be manifested the very
"Be
is
motto
of citizenship. The Scouts'
good
of
doer
a
Prepared" and every Scout is
actively
deeds. With two Scout troops
training
Pack
Cub
functioning here and a
is to
younger boys whose ardent ambition
to rebecome Scouts, Princeton is destined
Scouting
ceive great and enduring benefits,
the
having been abundantly proven among
of
lives
the
upon
good
for
finest influences
comthe
upon
therefore,
and,
members
its
munities in which they live.
Our USO: An Appreciation
Recently this newspaper published a reunit,
sume of the work of Princeton's USO
observde
Nation-wi
the
in connection with
foundance of the third anniversary of the
this
as
that
fitting
ing of USO. It seems
unof
year
third
its
begins
on
organizati
selfish service, tribute be paid, to the individuals who, by their generous self-sacrifice and untiring labors, have made the local
USO center so conspicious a success.
This is an organization of home front
folk banded together to make the lot of
their fighters more comfortable. It deserves
the continued moral, financial and physical
support of every home front citizen. And
prime movers in its work are worthy of our
undying thanks and appreciation.
It frequently is noted that the busiest
persons in town are those who always have
time to take on additional duties. Men and
women, especially the latter in USO's case,
have worked days and nights, long hours
after their regular labors were ended to
make the USO center what it should 1and
to provide those outside contacts an4 entertainment features which visiting ghting
men need when they come here.
Every individual in Princeton should be
aware now that the good folk who undertook
this wartime service here did so under
severe handicaps ... and came through with
colors flying, to add materially to the town's
good reputation for lifting its full share of
every load and for giving hearty and homelike welcome to every stranger within our
gates.
One organization among all those that
sought to serve our fighting men in the
other World War came out of it with acclaim from all who knew the facts. It was
the Salvation Army. This time, it appears,
the USO wins the award hands down, at
least insofar as the home front knows.

1

left
a large income man, say $500,000, has
$27,458.
War plant wages, having been increased
prev127 percent according to the authority
iously quoted, constitute the real reason we
face inflation. And inflation, the Treasury
to
has repeatedly insisted, is what it seeks
take-out.
tax
the
avoid by boosting
Even with food subsidies in force and
food costs thus held down, the great middle
class group has suffered materially from
rising prices during the war. Its income is
fixed and its expenses go steadily up.
Uncle Sam is largely to blame for such
inflation as we have had because war plant
wages have been permitted to reach unprecedented heights. Hence, it would appear
that if Mr. Morgenthau and the President
want to prevent further inflation and collect tax money from those who have bonefitted most during the war, a tax bill should
be,devised which would drain off some of
the 127 percent increase in wages; instead
of making additional burdens for the middle
class group, it being admitted upper bracket
folks cannot be soaked any more.
1111.
Water is used in airplane engines to increase speed. An injection device in combat
planes shoots water into cylinders when
bursts of speed are desired.

11k
At full throttle, the Flying Fortress consumes nearly 500 gallons of gasoline an
hour, about twice its consumption at cruising speed.
1111\
Inflation And New Taxes
The two billion dollar tax bill now on the
President's desk does little toward solving
the Nation's revenue problem, fails to please
either Mr. Roosevelt or Secretary Morgen. and is far from being satisfactory
thau
to millions of citizens, especially the socalled "white collar" group.
Mr. Morgenthau asked for ten billions of
dollars in new taxes and the President backed him up. Wendell Willkie says we ought
to raise $16,000,000,000 a year in taxes now.
And it is generally believed Mr. Roosevelt
will veto the bill just passed.
This muddle, together with the complicated income tax return, is the most vexing
home front problem of the hour.
It seems to us the tax matter has not
been approached in realistic manner since
neither the legislation enactt.d last week nor
any now known to be in the process of preparation gets at the real source of swollen
revenue among the people. The wage earners are referred to.
A Cleveland Trust Company Business
Bulletin says: "The records of national income show that during this emergency payments to employes in the form of wages and
salaries have increased by 127 percent,
while payments to capital, in the form of
interest and dividends, have increased by
10 percent."
All higher salaries have been frozen for
a long time, with those of $5,000 or more
controlled by the Treasury Department.
Wages and salaries under $5,000 are under
control of the War Labor Board. Even in
the most justifiable cases, it has been impossible to raise salaries whether under or
more than $5,000. Not so wages, quite a different matter! Wages, despite gradual increase and overtime, have been raised repeatedly by strikes or strike threats.
A New York financial paper says a citizen
of that state, making $5,000 a year, has left,
after paying only federal and state taxes,
$4,068. He has also such fixed obligations 88
life insurance, excise taxes, real estate
levies. A $70,000-a-year man has left, after
federal and state taxes, only $23,100, and

Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M. P.

Other Editors Say:
A Community's Most
Important Business
Largest of the various business enterprises in Owensboro, as in other communities, is operation of its several churches. To
list it as the largest is to emphasize that
the success of all other businesses, with a
few exceptions, depends on the success of
the churches. And whether we attend a
church and take part in its service does not
lessen our interest in its well being.
If by ordinance city authorities could
close the doors of all churches in Owensboro they would write finis to any and all
plans for municipal improvement and civic
progress. Immediately there would begin an
exodus of its residents to other communities
where churches are welcomed and cooperated with. This cannot be, and this city and
all other cities will continue to regard the
churches as the motivating force behind its
leaders, pushing them on to larger conquests
and more permanent planning.
Go read the record of any new land and
you will learn that as settlers build their
dwelling places theyt add a house for worship. Before the formation of civil government the leaders will have chosen a man
versed in the Scriptures to counsel with and
follow in laying the foundations of a community center.
Proudly we point to the many church
spires lifted skyward, and to the. worshippers thronging their aisles. They are people
of worth in the community. Their contributions keep the wheels of the community
turning. And however much we may daily
in the performance of church duties, the
most undutiful would not advise closing
their doors. For the churches make the city.
Among the things the churches stand for
is character building. Parents would not
want to rear their children in a community
without churches. School teachers would
look elsewhere for employment, for without
churches there would be no schools. Bankers
would not expect to find banking profitable
in a community without churches, for a
spirit of banditry would prevail and no
man's money would be safe in a bank.
Granting that the church is the most important business in a community because
all other businesses, with few exceptions,
want to build around the churches, we may
be a bit niggardly now and then in holding
up the hands of the men who stand out as
leaders in the churches. We would not do
without their influence, if we could. Nor
would we be willing to do away with the
churches. For good and sufficient reasons
big business men change locations. They
move from one city to another. But do you
know of any who prefer a city without
churches? They know that a better class of
people live within easy attendance distance
of the best churches. And men with good
business judgment, to use a common term,
choose to plant their future hopes about
the mudsills of churches.
Another reason why the church is the
most important business in the community
is revealed in the unity of effort sound business executives exert to expand the cburch
to which they belong. They earn large salaries in the promotion of business principles
as applied to their own business, but they
work still harder without pay on their
church boards. Could any private enterprise
attract men of high caliber without promising to pay for their time? They will spend
hours on church plans after working hard
all day, and forget they are tired. Yes, the
church is the most iMportant business in
any tednIgillnity. —(
ensboro Messenger).

Just discovered we have neighbors,
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Wagner, on
Donovan street, who have been married 60 years. He is 84, she, 80. They
moved here from Hopkins county
about a year ago.
1111
Dr. W. L. Cash has received from
Secretary of the Treasury Henry
Morgenthau a citation ''For patriotic
cooperation rendered in behalf of
the War Finance Program," as chairman of the Fourth War Loan campaign here. He says he will have it
framed and hang it along side one
he received in 1918, for his service
as draft *IiinatirlItyaldian.
1111
The boys at the Elks Club were
having a laugh about Hillery Barnett's reply to a question concerning which hospital he had his most
:ecent physical check-up at, in
Nashville, recently. 'Tis said Hillery
claimed it was Ward Belmont.
You can still get a bicycle if your
need is essential and you practice
patience and persistence . . . as witness Cliff Wood, whose order of
December 1 was filled February 12.
1111
A bad leg, hurt in a farm disc
when he was a boy working on his
dad's farm near Pana, ILl., caused
rejection for duty with the armed
forces of Merle Drain at Chicago
last week . . . The Army's loss
is Princeton's gain and adults on
the home front will be glad to know
this good citizen will fight the war's
battles here.

vok

Federated Store played the St.
Valentine idea effectively and attractively in its show window this
week, with big red hearts the predominating motif. The feminine
touch . . . and real talent, was
evident.

They Do Say:
No woman can look as well out of
fashion as in it—Mark Twain.
Government must be framed for
man as he is, and not for man as
he should be if he were free from
vice.—James Kent, 1826.
Many kiss the child for the nurse's
sake.—English proverb.
Civil dissension is a viperous worm
What is there illustrious that is
not attended by labor?—Cicero.
It doesn't much signify whom one
marries, for one is sure to find next
morning that it was someone else.
—Samuel Roger, 1856.
A single application of a new insecticide being used by the Army
will give clothing protection from
disease-carrying vermin for one
month.

ones
Hope was expressed by loved
McLean,
here that 1st. Lt. James E.
a
reported missing in action after
might
recently,
Germany
over
raid
bonabe OK after the wife of the
crew
badier of Lt. McLean's plane's
received
wrote Mrs. McLean she had
of
word her husband was a prisoner
the Germans.
11111
"Miss Sallie" Harralson, who celebrated her 98th birthday recently,
is the latest donor of old copies
apof The Leader . . . a much
preciated courtesy the editor enjoys at intervals. The old papers
help a comparative newcomer to
understand his community better, to
know what happened hereabouts in
the past . . . and sometimes, the
back numbers provide interesting
sidelights upon today's events.
1111
Printing and publishing methods
have undergone radical and beneficial changes in the recent past, so
that The Leader today is much
easier to read, due to type improvements as well as better• printing
equipment. Among the most popular
developments of recent years has
been greater facility for reproducing
pictures. Popularity of pictures in
print is widespread. The New York
Daily News, with the world's biggest circulation, is largely pictorial.
11111
The Red Cross mobile blood donor
unit was at Speed, Ind., recently. In
a group of donors was a strapping
fellow. After he had given his pint,
the nurse asked if he wouldn't like
to sign up to give some more—meaning in a couple of months. "Sure,"
he said, as he got back in line.—Joe
Creason in Courier-Journal.
wisecracks: Money
Contributed
may not go further these days, but
you will if you stick to your job
and keep it coming in . . It won't
be long until we can take our vest
off and be in our summer suit . . .
Folks who don't intend to pay back
should borrow nothing but trouble
. . . The milk of human kindness is
always Grade A . ... As you sow, so
shall you eat vegetables from your
Victory Garden if you win the battle
with weeds and insects ... You have
to be an•old man before you believe
a fellow ought to work and save
while young . . . Successful people
keep overhead expenses under foot—
and buy more War Bonds . . . A
home town is a place to brag about
While you're in it as well as after
you're away . . . Be friendly with
the folks you know. If it weren't for
them, you'd be a total stranger . . .
There's real sentiment in all golden
weddings except those that come
from marrying for money.

LITERARY GUIDEPOST

ANYA SF.:TON'S "DRAGONWYCK"
It would be interesting to know
how much of Anya Seton's "Dragonwyck" is based on history, and how
much is the product of her own
imagination. She has obviously done
considerable research, and history
has a way of supplying almost any
character or situation needed by an
author. Miss Seton, who is Ernest
, has as,
Thompson Seton's daughte
sembled quick an assortment.
"Dragonwyck" is another version
of the Cinderella story, but tricked
up with a villain out of the Middle
Ages. It is set in the Dutch country
above Hudson, N. Y., and from this
district Miss Seton has extracted the
last possible drop of glamor. Its
story begins in 1844, a century in
the past, and tuns with agility
through five or six years in which
are included murders, births, mysterious tower rooms, sturdy Connecticut farmers, the tight society of
the Dutch in America, steamboat
races and dozens of things besides.
Boiled down, the story is this:
Miranda is the daughter of stern and
bound Connecticut farmers who

live near Greenwich, where by
chance Miss Seton also lives. Through
a remote connection of her mother's,
Miranda is brOught into the sinister
atmosphere of Dragonwyck as a kind
of companion to the daughter of the
manor. The daughter is stupid, her
mother is enormously fat and gluttonous, and the father, who is responsible for the whole thing, is a
ferociously handsome chap whose
egotism is equalled only by his determined use of power. Needless to
say, Miranda is beautiful—but beautiful.
Nicholas Van Ryn is obsessed with
his desire for a son, and attracted by
Miranda as well. It ought to be
possible for the reader to go on
from here, and it is, if he will remember that all bars are down. He
may use the grumbling Van Ryn
tenants, as well as a very male and
medically expert young doctor of the
Miss Seton is no Bronte, but she is
a good enough story teller to make
me believe in all this--almost.

By Jack Stinnett
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S. VICTORY IN THE MARSHALLS

By Ned Nordness
Washington.—The smashingly sucet
ocelkionfgattthaeckjaupsaedoebsey
ho
vfyultomekto
Neass
c
out
of their best bases in the Marshalls
means two thinqs—both sad—for
Tokyo.
1.—The Navy now has massed in
the Pacific a fleet of such striking power that it now can, for probably the first time since war began,
mount offensive against key points
of Japan's empire that before were
considered months and years away.
2.—The Navy can adopt bold
tactics that at times will approximate the blitz warfare common on
land fronts.
Here are some figures that illusVote the amazing comeback of the
Navy:
On Dec. 7, 1941, we had 344 warships, including 17 battleships and
seven carriers. By Jan. 1, 1943, the
number went up to 419, and by last
November, this number had doubled.
Aircraft carrier power in the same
period increased from seven to 56
known craft (including escort carriers).
Our naval forces now consist of
14,000 ships of all types, including
auxiliaries, and 27,000 planes.

These vessels, of course.
ed into fleets serving theaters of action. It
known, however, that tv
floats our greatest annaL
reported two million I::'
ships that ground the V
fenses into nothingn
more proof than the cm-wants that the Pacific
ready to go.
The Navy's present offe
er being what it is, there
is need to strike fast and
as was the practice
Harbor.
At the start of the
lands offensive, for e
usually darted in at night
and supplies. Warships
gaged superior naval
running battles fought
But now the Navy can
enemy bases, as it did to
shalls, and virtually
Japanese fleet to come
fight. The fact that
didn't at that tim
wait until they could
advantage on their aid
the most significant thing
Marshalls conquest.

HOLLYWOOD

SCIENCE, RELIGION VIE FOR 0
By Robbin Coons
Hollywood—An old contest will
given an extra fillip, to the academy
awards this year—religion as represented by "The Song of Bernadette"
vs. science- as depicted in "Madame
Curie."
And though theologians and scientists in numbers both argue that there
is no conflict between their two
specialties, our prediction is that
where these films are concerned
there'll be a knockdown tussle as it
customary in many altercations, including politics and Oscar-voting.
This is not to say that other films
won't have a strong following_
"Watch on the Rhine," already
anointed by the New York critics;
"Tender Comrade," being pushed
(mistakenly, in our opinion) by
RKO; "For Whom the Bell Tolls";
"The Human Comedy"; -The Ox-Bow
Incident," and so on.
"Madame Curie" and "Bernadette"
have a tangible advvantage over most
other contenders in their local release just before the deadline for
eligibility. "The Human 'Comedy"
was, if you listened to M-G-M at
the time, a sure thing for honors, but
;let was last spring, and a lot of
reels have hit the screen since then,
dulling the memories even of movie
folk engaged in that most serious of
labor s, Oscar-voting. Practically
speaking. "Curie" is still playing the
large theaters, and it is to Metro's
intelest to plug for it.
Our own vote, if we had one,
would go to "The Song of Bernadette," not because some of its rivals
are less worthy but because it does
so superlatively well what it sets out
to do, and its self-assigned task is
not small.
A pietute dealing with a peasant
girl's unshakeable faith . in a miraculous vision is potentially as full of
pitfalls as a Berlin street, yet George
Seaton's script, Henry King's direction, and the actors skirt the dangers
successfully. This would be only a
negative virtue if at the same time
the film did not carry an emotional

and spiritual impact not
veyed in the medium.
asks you to see no vial
you Bernadette seeing
influence of her faith.
For the best soap)
Katina Paxinou in "For
Bell Tolls," and for best
actor, Charles Bickford
Song of Bernadette." (
Tamiroff in the "Bell"
up think twice on that
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Associated Press Fe
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
To produce heavy yields of
top-quality vegetables, the garden's soil must be fertile. But,
being fertile in the sense that
there is plenty of plant food is
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DO YOU WANT HEAVY MOTOR TRUCKING
TO CONTINUE AFTER THE WAR?

BE PATRIOTIC...BE THRIFTY...
invest in WAR STAMPS and BONDS
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EXPERIENCE PAYS!

HANFORD BROTHERS
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Deaths-Funerals

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
were guest* cif Cecil Burton in Mrs. Belle Holloway
P's,u11,1 services for Mrs. Belle
Preston Holloman, of Great Evansville a few days recently.
Lakes, 111., spent a leave with
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Litch- Holloway, who died in Eddyville
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lacy field, of Detroit, visited Mr. and Friday, Feb. 11, were held SunHblloman.
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield last week. day, Feb. 13, at the home of her
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harvil He was called home by the death brother, W. N. Cummins, Eddyare living at the home of Mr. of his sister, Mrs. George Carna- ville, at 2:30, with the Rev. Elmer Ashby, officiating, assisted
and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
han, of Blackford.
by Rev. W. B. Ladd. Death was
Mrs. F. G. Lowery suffered
caused by complications resulting
Injuries when she fell on the
from a broken limb.
side-walk Sunday morning.
Survivors are a brother, W. N.
Miss Cotha Hollowell, Eddy(By Mrs. John Thompson)
Cummins; two neices, Mrs. Inez
ville, was a week-end guest of
Sunday School and prayer Jolly and Mrs. Tylene Talley,
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edservices are held every Sunday and a granddaughter, Miss Grace
mond Hollowell.
The public is K. Patterson.
The Ladies Aid of the Cum- and Sunday night.
with us.
Pallbearers were Chester Cumberland Presbyterian church met invited to come and be
Mr. Jim Oliver and Mr. John mins, I. H. Gray, R. W. Marshall,
at the home of Mrs. L. C. Foley
Mr. and
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A. B. Holland and Miles WilThursday evening.
Ortt and family, liams.
Mr. John Davis was in Hop- Mrs. Clifton
morning.
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Burial was in Eddyville'Cemekinsville Saturday.
Mrs. J. E. Pugh, Mr. and Mrs. tery.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray " Blackburn
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and daughter, Eva, were Sunday Charles Boyd were in
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Monday.
Miss Evlyn Oliver called on Mrs. Bettie Stephens
Wigginton and family of GoodMrs. Bettie Stephens, 79, died
Mrs. Alice Pugh one evening
spring community.
at the home of T. S. Horning in
Mrs. Oscar Scarberry who has last week.
Mr. Willie Pugh and daugh- the Hall community, Saturday,
been in bad health for some
Ruth, were in town Wednes- Feb. 19. Funeral services were
time, is now confined to her ter,
held Tuesday, Feb. 15, at Mt.
day on business.
bed.
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Virdie Jenkins called at the Olive Church.
BACK TO ZOO FOR CUBBY—Jerry Lentz, 5, will be left with
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Outland
home of P. E. Pugh recently.
Mrs. Stephens, born in Lyon only Peter, his pet rabbit, when Cubby, his pet lion cub, goes
and children, Don and Charles,
Mr. J. E. Pugh called at the County, is survived by three back to the St. Louis zoo. The 10-weeks-old lion cub is being reMrs. T. N. Fuller and daughter,
turned to allay neighbors fears and save the family curtains.
home of Mr. Charlie Boyd a sons, Everett, Grover and Bishop Jerry's father, Moody Lentz, curator of reptil.?.s at the zoo, took
Hazel, and Miss Rachel Turley
while Monday.
Stephens; six daughters, Mes- Cubby home when three days old because her mother deserted
were the Sunday evening dinner
Mr. Issac Oliver called on Mr. dames Viola Ray, Eva Kain, her. (AP Wirephoto).
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
and Mrs. Jim Pugh a while Sun- Pearl Wood, Ruth Morrow, R.
King and family. The dinner was
Diplomas For Wounded
Joyce and Lucy Leet; and a
In honor of Mr. King's birthday. day afternoon.
Alexandria, La. (W)—The Alexsister,
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Carol
Cotton.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Aubrey LitchBurial was in Mt. Olive cemeandria Army Air Field hospital
field and Mrs. Washie Sherrell
tery.
keeps its convalescents atturned
OGDE,N MEMORIAL
Farmers May Slaughter to the war with a special pro0. T. Darnell
of physical and military
METHODIST
Until March 17 With- gram
training and lectures on current
E. S. Denton, Pastor
Funeral services for Otho Talevents and military strategy.
out Permit
9:45 A.M. Sunday School, Har- madge Darnell, who died WedDaniel K. Young, Kentucky Certificates are awarded patients
ry Long, superintendent.
nesday, Feb. 9, were held, at
Creomulsion relieves promptly be11:00 A.M. Laymen's Day Ser- the home in the Lewistown com- supervisor of the War Food Ad- who complete the "rehabilitation
cause It goes right to the seat of the
vice. Theme: "The Church At Its munity, Thursday, Feb. 10, with ministration's Office of Distri- course."
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature Best". Speaker: J. A. Creasy. the Rev. C. P. Brooks, officiating. bution, has announced Kentucky
to soothe and heal raw, tender,
in- Special music by men's choir.
Mr. Darnell, born Dec. 27, farmers will have an additional
flamed bronchial mucous mem6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship 1894, was a well known citizen month in which to kill hogs
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the un- Service.
of the Lewistown community, without a permit or license. The
derstanding you must like the way
it
7:30 P.M. Evening service.
having been active in school and deadline has been extended to
quickly allays the cough or
you
are
to have your money back.
Friday evening, 6:30, study church affairs. In 1925 he was March 17.
Until that time, Young said,
class, "The Church After the married to Miss Ira Rose. Two
Sale of 436 motor vehicle
children, Talmadge, Jr. and John farmers may slaughter their hogs licenses for 1944 was reported
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis War."
Tolbert, survive. A daughter, Without the usual permit. Regu- at Monday night's session of
If You Suffer Distress F
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Catherine Janet, preceded him lations in operation since last City Council attended by CounPastor, John N. Fox
in death several years ago. In spring have required such per- cilmen Quinn, Lacey, Hammonds
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
1925, he united with the Lewis- mits.
and Blackburn, with Mayor Cash
Because of high production and presiding.
Sunday, February 20town Christian Church. He also
inadequate
storage
facilities, the
9:45 a.m., The Church School. served in World War I.
Coupons
totaling
$1,032.50,
10:45 a.m., The Morning WorBurial was in the Lance Nichols regulations were lifted for a representing semi-annual interest
90-day period last November 17 charges on $59,000
ship. Message: "Slippery Places." cemetery.
worth of 354
and the new order extends the percent non-callable
YAM Its Crud&
6:30 p.m., The Pioneers meet in
water-works
Nervous Fsdhigs
suspension another 30-days.
the Annex.
bonds, were reported paid and
If at such times you
Mack C. Hillyard
suffer from cramps,
7:30 p.m., The Evening Felbackache, nervous,
Funeral services for Mack C.
lowship. Meditation: "Magnetic
tired feelings, are a
Paging Mr. Hoyle
Hillyard, 64, Princeton; Waite 1,
bit blue—due to funcPersonality."
Chattanooga, Tenn. (WI—Arch
tional monthly diswere
held
Feb.
15,
at
turbances—
Norman
Monday, Feb. 21, 1944Faidley, 74, Charley DOuglass, 77,
Start at once—try Lydia E. Pinkcemetery,
Caldwell
county. Mr. Sam Behm, 80,
10:00 am., Ladies Aid Society
ham's Vegetable Compound to relieve
and Dab Carsuch symptoms.It's famous not only
Hillyard died Feb. 14, at Jennie
meets in the Annex.
ruth 66, partners for 42 years
to help relieve monthly pain but
Stewart
Hospital, Hopkinsville, in
also accompanying tired, nervous
Wednesday, Feb. 23, 1944—
a printing business here, atfeelings of this nature. This is bemuse of its soothing effect on orik
First day of the Linton sea- after an illness of several months. tribute part of their successful
OP WOMAN'S MOST IMPORTANT ORGANS.
He had undergone several opson.
7:15
p.m., Prayer service;
Taken regularly—Pinkham's Comrelationship to a daily card game
erations.
pound helps build up resistance
8:15 p.m., Choir rehearsal.
at the shop. For over 30 years
against such symptoms. Follow
Mr.
Hillyard
was
a
label directions!
prominent they, along with employes,
This church has as its primary
have
county farmer.
LYDIA E. MADAM'S ZUrpou
played setback every day from
lf creed: "Believe in the Lord Jesus Caldwell
He
is
survived
by his widow; 12:15 to 1
Christ, and you shall be saved."
during the lunch hour.
two sisters, Mrs. Missouri Nelson
and Mrs. Tosh, of Caldwell county; and two brothers, Cept Sullivan, Crider, and Allie Hillyard, near Princeton.
Burial was in Norman cemetery.

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

OPTOMETRIST

T. White was hostess
K Maio St
Phone 250
to members of the Cobb Homemakers' Club Tuesday afternoon.
The business session was conducted by Mrs. H. M. Dunn,
chairman. The lesson concerned
painted furniture, with a demonstration of stenciling and freehand decoration.
Members present were Mes- Pains In Limbs And Distress norvousness, and siuggiiii
From Indigestion Were So ation gave me no pe
dames Herman White, Dallas
Severe She Sometimes Had then severe pains set aa
Rogers, H. M. Dunn, John Dunn,
muscles of my legs and
Ernest Lacy, Earl Wood and
To Stay In Bed.
Their years of suffering and were so bad at final
V. T. White. Mrs. Lela Boyd,
Misses Nancy Scrugham and promptly relieved by "Relionga, to stay in bed. I se
Joyce Wood were visitors.
well known men and women are more than an hour's sound
daily coming forward to tell how I took treatments and
they are relieved of the harass- until I was beginning to
Friendship Homemakers
Friendship Homemakers were ing distress of nervous indiges- nothing would help roe,
"I never saw naylhing
guests of Mrs. Floyd Hunter and tion, rundown feeling, muscular
debilitating relief Retonga gave
Mrs. Archie Hamby Thursday pains and similar
me. I
afternoon.
Wilburn symptoms due to insufficient restfully, I rarely ever
Mrs. J.
the
juices
digestive
pain
in
flow
of
of
any
kind,
president, had
and I Crowe, club
charge of the meeting. A lesson stomach, constipation, and need enjoying three meals a thy
digestion,
Vitamin
B-1 for
constipation is relieved tx
on decorating painted furniture of
was given by Mrs. Willie Wyatt, nerves, and strength. Mrs. Lou I feel better and strange.
respected in two years. My grit
assisted by the Home Agent. A. Spurlin, highly
Mrs. Harold Smith had charge resident of 517 Robinson St., Retonga is beyond words.
Earlington, Ky., happily states:
Thousands praise Real&
of the recreation period.
"Thanks to Retonga I am up cept no substitute.
.Members and visitors present
Retona
were Mesdames Crowe, Wyatt, and on the go every day. For be obtained at Daw n's
Smith, Lucien Robinson, Charles about two years indigestion. Store.
•-1
Lee Skees, Deamon Morris, A.
H. Oliver, Floyd Hunter, Archie
SUN DA
Hamby and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
MI's. V.

'THANKS TO RETONGA
I AM UP AND ON THE

Extra Month To
Kill Hogs Granted

$59,000 Worth Of
City Bonds Paid

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

Cobb Homemakers

Fairview News

At The Churches

Britain Plans Housing

Homemakers' Schedule

MOND Al

the coupons were destroyed.
Collections for last week were
increased by receipt of a check
for more than $1,500, representing taxes paid by the Illinois
Central Railroad, which is the
city's largest taxpayer, an official said.
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It is estimated that there will
be a shortage of from 75 to 100
croppers and tennants in Breckinridge county this year.
Cotton is grown in 223 out of
254 counties in Texas.
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COLOR CARTOON — "BABY PUSSPICTORIAL NEWS OF THE WORLD

EVELYN ANKERS
ACQUANETTA
John Carradine
Vince Barnett

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

Most Grass Seeds are very scarce but our
stocks are still complete.

See Us Form
RED CLOVER
• ALSIKE CLOVER
• KOREAN CLOVER
• SWEET CLOVER
• BLUE

• ORCHARD GRASS
• TIMOTHY
• LAWN GRASS
• ALFALFA
GRASS

We can sell you now or book your
order for
future delivery. Why go elsewhere
when you can do
better at home?
Any Kind
of
Feed You

.."They're Tops" ... that's what
men

everywhere

are

Just Look At These Short
Units!

ways popular with men who de-

"THE REAR GUNNER"
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mand comfort as well as style.

starring
RONALD REAGAN - BURGESS
MEREDITH
HAL McINTYRE
LATEST NEWS
AND ORCHESTRA
OF THE WORLD
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Fertilizer
Buy Now

Plus These Short Units!
...

SATURDAY — OPEN 11:45 A.M.

TRIGGER TRIPPER!

Before the
Rush

Need

Richard
AR LEN
Wendy
BARRIE

about Parkway Shoes.
Smart Parkway Shoes are al-

"THE ARMY SHOW"

A Thrilling Musical
Revue

"Over The Andes"

1111
FEATURES

Traveltalk in Color

Li

"Trotting Kings
Sport

Short

NEXT THURSDAY & FRIDAY

A Sweeping,Surging Epk of the Lone Star Steel

WAYNE
BROWN

Poultry and
Livestock Feeds

20 Different
ASA

env United Slab! Wai

CLAUDE ROBINSON

Hopkinsville Road

Phone 127-J
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'
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Final Chapter
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CLAIRE TREVOR
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e a their
to Paul Moore, son of
Freand Mrs. Coy Moore,
Mon
he wedding toek place
afternoon, February 14, at
parsonage of the First BapChurch in Fredonia, with
Rev.. John W. Outland,
The only attendants were
Dorothy Etta Johnson. of
ucah, and Donald Brasher,
onig,
e bride wore an afternoon
s of pink wool, with black
ssories. Her corsage was of
enias. Miss Johnson wore
ue wool dress, with brown
•ries, and her corsage was
ink carantion buds.
Moore is a graduate of
er High School in the class
1942. Mr. Moore attended
onia High School, and is
:oyed at Camp Breckenridge.
• will make their home in
onia.

Can you use
typewriter
`i YOU do clerical work
rrounting? Have you
r worked in a store? Can
drive a car?
e Army needs all kinds
skills in the WAC. There's
ance for you—to improve
kill you already have, or
one you'll find useful
your life.
oday—find out about the
dimities that await you
the WAC—the important
, the interesting life, the
cc to serve your country
a vital way.
PPLY at the nearest U.
Army Recruiting Station
or local post office will
e you the address). Or
to: The Adjutant General,
4415, Munitions BuildWashington, D. C.
*

o

Mr!, Buy E. Jackson was a
visitor—in Hopkinsville Monday.
Miss Madge •Boteler spent last
Miss Helen Hopper spent last
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Williams
Philip Phelps, Fredonia, unMrs. Byron Williams was hosMrs. Harry Blades, Jr., was
week-end
with her mother, Mrs. week-end with friends in Dyersderwent a tonsilectomy Monday.
spent
several
days
in
Owensboro
tess to members of the Matron's
hostess to local members of the
• • •
R. L. Boteler in Black Ford.
burg, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell O. Dallast week with friends and relaClub of the O. E. S. Monday
Miss Lovena Car t wr i g,h t American Legion Auxiliary at
ton, Berwick, Pa., on the birth
evening, Feb. 14, at 7:30 o'clock, Princeton, was dismissed Mon- her home on North Seminary tives.
• • •
of a son, Russell Orman, Jr.,
at her home on West Main street. day, following a minor operation. Street, Friday evening, February
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Vinson
• • •
Jan. 21. Mr. Dalton, a nephew of
11.
Following the business session,
and family have returned from
Martha Jane Timmons, FreMiss Nannie Dalton, North JefTopic of discussion was "Amer- San Francisco, California, where
the group rolled 413 bandages for donia, Route 3, is under treatferson street, is a chief petty
icanism and National Defense." they have resided the last year.
officer in the Navy, hiving the local hospital, a project ment.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby was chairman
• • •
•
•
•
been in the service the last seven adopted by members at their last
of the program committee, and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stanley and
Charlie
Dowdy,
Marion,
is
unyears.
regular meeting.
was assisted by Mrs, J. J. Rosen- son, Roksert Lee, were guests of
der treatment for burns.
• • •
thal, guest speaker, whose sub- Mr. ana Mrs. Reuben Stanley
Members present were Mes• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Imon A. Oldham,
Mrs. Presley' Jordan, Locust ject was "Americanism For Edu- and son, of Paducah, last weekon the birth of a daughter, Ver- dames J. D. Stephens, Charles
cation." Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, also end.
Curry,
Otie
Wood,
Hugh
St.,
Goodcontinues to improve.
onca Sue, at the home of her
• • •
a guest, gave a reading, "What
,• • •
win, Joe Harmon and the hosgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Mrs. Georgia Hubbard left
James Dorroh, Crane, is under Have You Done Today?"
tess; and Misses Pam,:slia Gordon,
C. Oldham, Cadiz St.
Following the business session, Tuesday for her home in Detroit,
Eliza Nall, Maggie Dunbar and treatment.
• • •
• • •
the charter was read, members Mich., after a visit with her
Mr. and Mrs. Claude P'Pool, Juanita Baker.
At the close of the meeting, Sammye Sizemore, nurse, spent numbering 56. Two new mem- mother, Mrs. Nora Davis, Maple
Princeton, Route 3, on the birth
the
hostess served a delicious last weekend with her parents bers, Mrs. J. D. Leech and Mrs. St., and other relatives. She has
of a daughter, Laura Ann, Feb.
Harry Johnson, were added. been employed in a defense plant
in Cobb.
salad
course and coffee.
11.
Presentation of a gift of eight there for the last year.
• • •
• • •
goblets were made to Mrs. C.
Mrs. Jacob Hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie G. Wall, Mrs. Yates Hostess
Mr. and Mrs. G. Homer Brown
W. Gowin, as a farewell gesture.
Varmint Trace Road, on the
To Baptist Group
To Methodist Group
Members also voted to issue were visitors in Hopkinsville
birth of a daughter, Sharon Kay,
The Lottie Moon Circle of the pamphlets, "Know Your Ameri- Monday afternoon.
Circle
No.
2
of
the
Woman's
Jan. 26. Mrs. Wall is the former
• • •
ca," among school children.
Eva Louise Varble, and Mr. Society pf Christian Service of First Baptist Church held its
Miss Madalyn Robards is a
During the program, members
Tuesthe
Methodist
Church
regular
monthly
meeting
met
at
the
Varble is in the Army, stationed
this week.
home of Mrs. Trice Yates on the day evening, February 8, at the were urged to listen to a series visitor in Paducah
in Texas.
• • •
evening of February 14.
home of Mrs. Robert Jacob, of broadcasts, "Here's To Youth,"
• • •
Martha Sevison, student at
Mrs. K. V. Bryant was leader South Jefferson street. Nine over NBC, designed to curb
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Duncan,
Vanderbilt, Nashville, spent the
juvenile
delinquency,
featuring
for
the
evening.
members
were
present.
The
subject
Fredonia, on the birth of a
week-end with her parents, Mr.
Mrs. William Larkin gave the Helen Hayes, to be heard Satdaughter, Feb. 16, at Princeton was "God's Truth abideth Still."
and Mrs. Henry Sevison, Eddyurdays
from
1:00
to
1:30
p.m.,
The
program
reading
from
Exoopened
with
a
song
devotional,
Hospital.
ville Road.
• • •
by the group and the invocation dous, after which Mrs. Claude EWT. Schedule includes, "Till
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott, by Mrs. Bryant. A responsive Koltinsky had charge of the the Boy Comes Home", Feb. 5;
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff attended a
Princeton, on the birth of a reading was read from the program, subject of discussion, "Latchkey Children," Feb. 12; district conference of the PresHymnal and the scripture read- "Atrica Steps Into the World "Our Nomad Families," Feb. 19.
daughter, Feb. 15.
ing from II Chronicles 7:14, 15 Light," assisted by Mrs. Ernest "Danger — Mother's Working," First Aid By
Childress, Mrs. Robert Nash, Feb. 26; "The Melting Pot Boils,"
and was read by the leader.
Harris-Davis
Five letters from students in Miss Gwendolyn Booker and March 4; "Help Wanted," March Special Delivery
Bougainville (P)—John Hura,
The marriage of Miss Mildred other countries who have gone Miss Mary Wilson Baker.
11; "Brides of Mars," March 18;
Harris and Clinton Davis, G.M. to school, sponsored by the WoAfter the business meeting "Boomtown," March 26; "Johnny Wyandotte, Mich., Marine private
3-e took place Monday, Febru- man's Society of Christian Ser- and program, the hostess served Comes Home," April 1; and first class, lay on a stretcher
ary 7, in Morganfield.
vice were read as follows: From a delicious plate lunch to Mes- "Strength for America," April 8. nursing his wounds from a JapMrs. Davis is a daughter of an Alaskan student, Mrs. E. S. dames Ernest Childress, William
Present were Mesdames Roy anese machine gun.
A Navy Corpsman bandaged
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harris, Denton, Mexican, Mrs. H. M. Larkin, Alvin Lisanby, Robert Willingham, Frank Myers, John
Fredonia and a graduate of Carlson, Brazilian, Mrs. Grayson Nash, Cecil Smith, Claude Kol- Eison, Walter Myers, Dave Jen- the wounds and then asked the
Fredonia High School. She has Harrelson; American-born Jap- tinsky, and Misses Gwendolyn nings, Beckner, R. W. Lisanby, Marine if there was anything
been employed by one of the war anese, Mrs. Howard Rice and Booker and Mary Wilson Baker. Ernest Childress, C. W. else he could do to make him
industries in Evansville.
Little Judy and Bobby Jacob Gowin, J. J. Rosenthal, Alvin comfortable.
English, Mrs. David Berryhill.
Mr. Davis, a son of Mr. and
Lisanby, Henry Towery, C. H. "Why yes," said Hura with a
A prayer chain letter from the were also present.
Mrs. Ernest Davis, of Fredonia, District Secretary was read to
The next meeting will be held Jaggers, J. D. Leech, Harry laugh, "could you bring me a
is a graduate of Fredonia High the society asking that this so- in March at the home of Mrs. Johnson, D. E. Tudor, Leo Walk- letter from home?"
School. He has been serving in ciety pray for the Hebron Socie- William Larkin, with Miss La- er, B. G. Newman and the hosAn average tug handles about
the north Pacific area for some ty each month at our meeting Rue Stone, as co-hostess.
tess.
14,000,000 long tons a year.
time.
Refreshments were served at
and in turn the LaFayette SocieHares are common in most
the close of meetings by the northern sections of the globe.
ty would be praying for this B.&P.W. Group Holds
hostess.
one at their monthly meeting.
Pledged To SAI
Dunning, Dorothy McCollum,
Monthly Meeting
Miss Dorothy Perkins, daugh- The letter stated that each socieEstelle Lester, Juliet Pepper,
hosAmoss
was
Miss
Margie
GSO Girls Entertain
ter of Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Perkins, ty in the district would be prayMartha Littlepage, Louise Mctess to members of the Business
ing
for
another
society
at
the
Highland Avenue is among the
Connell, Janelle Lester, Mary
and Professional Women's Group With Valentine Party
regular
monthly
meetings.
ten girls pledged to Sigma Alpha
A special Valentine party was Magurean, Mary Loftus, Dorothy
Attending the meeting were of the Women's Council of the
Iota, National honorary girl's
given Saturday night, Feb. 12, Ann Davis and Cleo Ingram.
at
her
Christian
Church
First
music fraternity, at Murray State Mesdames Hillery Barnett, David
Chaperones were Mesdames
home on Locust St., Tuesday at the USO room by the local
Teachers College. After a pledge Berryhill, Thomas Amoss, K. V.
GSO girls for visiting soldiers. Hazel Dobbins, Juanita Wilson,
evening, Feb. 15.
S.
Carlson,
E.
Bryant,
M.
H..
period of six weeks the girls
decorations J. S. Williams, R. B. Ratliff, C.
Mrs. Ethel French had charge Refreshments and
will be formally initiated into Denton, B. C. Goodell, Grayson of the program, the subject of carried the Valentine motif.
A. Pepper, Owen Ingram, A. B.
CradElmer
Hoffiug,
Parralson,
the chapter.
Among GSO girls present were Moss and Miss Mary Wilson
in
Forei"Education
discussion,
Lacey,
dock Jaggers, Conway
E
gn Countries." Those taking Barbara Nell Cummins, Laverne Eldred.
Mrs. Frank G. Wood, ill of Thomas Lacey, James Ratliff, part were Misses Juanita Baker,
Stanley
Sharp,
Howard
Rice,
influenza at her home on East
Eliza Nall, Neva Hogan, and
Main street the last two weeks, Thomas Simmons, Otho Towery Mrs. Edwin Jacob.
Yates.
and
Trice
it much improved.
Present were Mesdames Ed• • •
Mrs. George Martin, Jr., was
win Jacob, Walter Simon, Herdic
.1 Miss Irva Gene Kirk, Salem, welcomed as a new member.
A delicious salad course was Moore, Ethel French and Misses
spent last week-end with Mrs.
Juanita Baker, Eliza Nall and
served.
James G. Ratliff.
Neva Hogan.
The hostess served a delicious
salad course at the close of the
meeting.

The Leader
Congratulates

Mrs. Williams Hostess
To Matron's Club

Hospital News

Mrs. Blades Hostess
To Legion Auxiliary

P/rsonals

bytery in Hopkinsville Monday.
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Homer Fuller, Evansville, spent
Tuesday with his family here.

More hard-working men and women are drinking Milk every day, for they realize
that the more energy they have the more their output

Richard
ARLEN
Wendy
BARRIE

and the more their output the

Ira

Nib
ASTI=
Roger
PRYOR

Pasteurized Milk Is The
Chosen Beverage

•mooth
Cott mil•spring wiled
black gabardine pumps •• • whiffling
Year ankles to bewlecklog
slInsess. Also Meek ipotesi or
brown gabardlois.

You will like and enjoy the wholesome goodness of this rich, health producing milk.
Art delicate, dainty

HUMMING BIRDS
skillfully knit for well-groomed
appearance and wear.
All Sinn end Andes

Princeton Shoe Co.
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punishable offense
It Is a
Britain.
in
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waste food or

Wily Fiji Scout
Trees Japanese

Page Six

Fiji scout
Suva, Fiji (A')—A saved an
trees
his
who knows
aissance force
American reconn
in the Soleforay
on a recent
mons.
the AmeriInching up a river, mortar fire.
deadly
into
ran
cans
the valley
Field glasses swept could not
battery
enemy
the
but
be detected. "
scout pointed
Then the Fijian
trees on a hillto a cluster of
side.
generations ago—in
I've eVer
More than twoday—mothers first dis"It's the first time
g grandmo
growin
tree
ther's
of
seen that kind
b. Today it is
the water," covered Vicks VapoRu
home-remedy for
anywhere but beside
the most widely used
n's colds.
childre
of
he said.
on the relieving miseries
Fire was concentratedJapanese And here is the reation ...
a
rub VapoRub on
trees and out popped Americans
The moment you
back at bedtime
and
The
chest
crew.
throat,
mortar
the
as they kt starts to work two ways at once—
off
Japs
the
picked
e.
scrambled up th. hillsid

17,

In peacetime, 17,500
waste food or paper

Is So Go
Why
Childrens Cold
For Relieving Miseries of

,
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,s

and keeps on working for
ease cough:rigispasin,,
I -clogged u ee
,
ilestion in '
ing passages, relieve muscu
Of tightness. It proosn,s tnt
Often most of the misery of
is gone by morning! 111,,e
VapoRub is so good to use
strike. Try hi
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is, help clear
lged Upper.
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.cry of tht
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w-What It's Like To Fight Nazis At 67 Belo ay
Aw
With The Nose Of Your Fortress Shot

hybrid
It is thought that more
corn will be planted in Ohio
county this year than last, when
ed
70 percent of the corn produc
t. "He was hybrid.
for Beaumont, Tex.. co-pilo
ion
operat
eighth
the
was
helped
Ill., will never fly agan. When It
was all over the ship. He
By Leo Branham
It is estimated that the averthe other crew members.
from end
ran
he came back that day his
dier,
bombar
the
out
Associated Press Features
knocked
was
Dust"
yield of tobacco in Hart
size
"Star
the
age
n
bomber rounding
, frozen face was swolle
y 1,000
but Pilot Fort to end of the
At a U. S. Bomber Station
make it county was approximatel
all. Now he's in an of her formation
to
basketb
a
bottles
of
oxygen
subered her into another up
s per acre.
pound
Eng.—The marrow-chilling
d
assiste
fly,
to
American Army hospital for a maneuv
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e for
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ly continued on over possibl
zero temperatures found
series of delicate skin grafting and gallant
with his mask and tried
He didn't know the the pilot
target.
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the
format
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her
r
bombe
from
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A straggl
his frozen hands.
out
American heavy
thaw
to
The
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these the crippled bomber probably bombardier was uncons
he was in and
time
this
storming over Germany
"All
by
face
, but would never have returned but latter, cut about the
g a lookkeepin
turret,
wintry days is bad enough
his
of
out
she wan- broken glass, his helmet and oxThen he
s.
fighter
when it's 67 below (Fahrenheit) for a stroke of luck. As
enemy
for
out
your dered, hopelessly lost, the cloud- ygen mask torn away, lay gaspand the nose section of
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Dust" encountered a plane on whipped
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an air-sea rescue patrol which face and
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equally among the other three.
So no bombs dropped. Later
s,
It happcned to ten men in guided her to the neareest RAF
"The pilot," related Mullin
23,
Sergeant Grover C. Mullins,
the cowhen
d
he Fortress "Star Dust" piloted airdrome.
forwar
me
d
"calle
top turret gunner
C.
Three German fighters had Windsor, Mo.,
by First Lieutenant William
passed out. I revived Lieuengineer, struggled valiantly pilot
Fort, 26, of Fort Meade Fla., on pounced on "Star Dust" just as and
Riddick with a walktenant
But
sea.
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them
a Bremen raid. On that day she began the bomb run. Their to salvo
bottle. I tried to put a
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futile,
y
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British- based American daylight 37 millimeter cannon blasted his efforts
d mask on the bom-aroun
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bomber, her
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his face was swolbut
r
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weather they had yet encount- Fortress' nose, destroyed half bomb
I couldn't even see
badly
so
len
with oneher oxgen system, knocked out wide open, landed
ered over Europe.
his nose."
load.
bomb
the
h
her
third
throug
d
engine, partially wrecke
Icy winds whipped
Riddick flew the plane while
The crew gave Mullins a large
the battered bomber with twice communication equipment and
s rubbed the pilot's frostMullin
ing
return
for
credit
the ferocity of a North Atlantic left a gaping hole in one wing. share of
hands, so stiff from the
bitten
Second Lieutenant Haroki J. safely.
winter gale. They blew away'all
could not manipulate the
he
cold
that
him
"It was chiefly due to
the navigator's maps and some Rocketto, 27, Brooklyn, NanY.—or
Fort, however, made
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Second
his first mission—was Med in- we got back," declared
of his instruments. But he
the landing and as he did so
26,
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Riddic
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.
them
e
gun
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stantly by machin
couldn't have used
way. He lay dead from enemy
fire. The rest of the crew lived to
tell the story. But the bombardier, Second Lieutenant
Charles W. Spencer, Peoria,
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Your State, County and School Taxes are now due and
payable at Sheriff's office.
A large number of

Poll Taxes
are now overdue ... Help your Schools and your
County by Paying

WANTED
TVA KENTUCKY DAM

UNSKILLED AND

After February 28, 1944
there will be a 6 percent Penalty and 6 Pbrcent interest

•Experience not required
•98 hour miremum workweek

added to your taxes.

•Time and a half over 40 hours
•Room and board at low cost
•Transportation paid

Pay early and save the extra cost

Apply at the

UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
War Manpower
Commission
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
203 East Ninth Street

Thursday, February 24

Mitchell (lift

OE DOAKES may soon be
out of business. Joe grew up
J with the town. He knows all
the kids and most of the grownups ... how they make a living
... what they like to eat... how
they are getting on in the world.
He belongs to a lodge, a church,
a civic club and the American
Legion too. He knows the town's
needs and ambitions and does his
share to help meet the needs and
aid the progress.
Joe runs a clean, up-to-date
store. He carries fresh, standard
merchandise. His prices are fair. lie
makes a modest profit. He performs a hundred and one services
for his customers. His neighbors
count him a worthwhile citizen.

Uncle Sam may decide however
—as he has with other businesses—
that groceries are not cheap enough
and some sort of a yard stick is
necessary. So a government store is
opened next to Joe's, with lower
prices. Joe sees his life's work being
destroyed . . . destroyed, not
because the government story is
better managed and more efficient,
or because the groceries are better.
Now Joe helps to provide the
cost of city, county and state governments. State and federal income
taxes hit Joe pretty hard, but he
doesn't complain because he wants
to do his part. But Uncle Sam's
store pays little or no taxes.

Persons in other war
work should not apply.

Joe can't borrow money as

Uncle Sam does, at a very
interest rate. Nor can be get
ing or postage free. If jOe
money it comes out of his
pocket. If Uncle Sam's store
Joe and other tax payers help
up the deficiency.
Yes, it's pretty tough on
Joe. It'll be tough on other
go
tucky tax payers and local
Doakes
ments when all you Joe
by one are forced out of
'What appeared to be
price for groceries is made 1*
the long run by the 'work in
way or another ... and a tax
ing industry is destroyed.
REDDY KILowArr
Your electrical Dery

Do You Think Kentucky Can Afford To Lose Tax Paying Industries?

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
lefAvparaie41
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Mule Taming
Is An Art
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GOVERNMENT GROCERY STORE

Columbia, S. C. (in—Capt. G.
C. Rush of a state prison farm
insists the ability of the rural
Southern Negro to handle stubborn and factious mules is unsurpassed.
An unbroken mule on the
farm, which officials believed
could not be tamed, was turned
over to five Negro prisoners for
a last resort try.
The Negroes gathered around
the quivering, panic-stricken animal and talked steadily' to him
for a quarter of an hour, finally
quieting him.
The next day, Rush said, only
four men were needed to deal
with the recalcitrant; the next
day, only three; and by the
fifth day, one man was plowing
with the mule.
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Does Not Cause
Iobacco To Fire
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Enough Materials
To Spray Gardens

To help boost production this
season, in the war effort, the
will
It now seems likely there
Kentucky College of Agriculture be a supply of small package
and Home Economics has pub- Insecticides and fungicides suffidislished two leaflets called "How cient to control insects and
atemoder
ry
Many farmers think
to Buy and Use Fertilizers" and eases in home, farm and Victo
applications of fertilizer "Fertilizing Burley Tobacco." gardens, says a statement from
ly heavy
tobacco cause it to With the exception of hogs, cat- the Kentucky College of Agrito Burley
they mean that the tle and chickens, the govern- culture and Home Economics.
this
By
fire.
yellow and die, ment is asking for increased proleaves
There will be available lead
lower
paris
hot, dry
g
durin
particularly
duction of most other farm pro- arsenate, calcium arsenate,
sulat the
ducts. Higher crop yields can be green, nicotine sulphate and
weather. Studies made
Station inamounts
had through wise use of fertili- phur in large enough
Kentucky Experiment
opposite is
zer. Copies of these leafets may for all. Rotenone will+
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For soils low in available nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, an application of 1,000 or
more pounds per acre of 6-8-6
can be applied safely to tobacco
with the expectation of large increases in yield and quality.
Yield may be further increased
by side-dressing the crop with
100 pounds of ammonium nitrate
or 300 pounds of sodium nitrate
per acre.
The only thing tobacco growers
need guard against is in putting
much fertilizer in the row and
setting tobacco directly in the
fertilizer, because the roots may
be injured and a poor stand result. Not more than 200 pounds
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Senate Passes
Bill To Amend
TVA Power Act
City Council Unanimously Adopts Resolution Opposing
Moss Measure

•

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort, Feb. 15 — The
Senate Tuesday afternoon
passed the bill to amend the
1942 TVA Enabling Act by
a vote of 21 to 14, seven
Democrats joining with 14
Republicans to approve the
Measure after amendments
were adopted providing that
cities may build duplicate
plants with consent of the
Public Service Commission,
and killing -the,formula for
arriving at purchase price of
private utilities by Kentucky cities.
Princeton fell into line with
other cities and towns in 'close
proximity to the Gilbertsville
Dam when the Council, at its
regular meeting Monday night,
unanimously adopted a resolution expressing opposition to the
pending Moss bill, which seeks
to amend the 1942 TVA enabling
act.
The resolution states: "The
City Council of Princeton, Ky.,
in regular session this February
14, 1944, goes on record as opposing the passage of the Moss
Bill by the Kentucky Legislature, and the Mayor is hereby
directed to notify the representative and senator from this
district of this action and to request their opposition to the
bill."
Mayor Cash dispatched letters

OT10E:
To the Holders of Elks Home,
ncorporated, Princeton, Kenucky, Second Mortgage 5 perent Bonds dated October 1,
J.28, due October 1, 1948:
Persuant to instructions of the
rustees of the Elks Home, In•rporated, the following second
ortgage bonds have been calld for payme,nt on April 1, 1944:
Nos. 113, 136, 123, 68, 115, 133,
8, 29, 122, 125, 111, 91, 92, 82,
3, 126, 67, 137, 86, 88, 49, 103,
7, 62, 60, 114, 42, 74, 79, 140, 44,
3, 138, 101, 63, and 150.
Interest on the above numberd bonds ceases on that
date.
lease present for payment
rornptly.

First National Bank
Princeton, Ky.

Trustee.

Idle Talk Makes Friends

Late War News
In Brief
MORE ISLANDS OURS—Allies
take Green Islands, completing,
in strategic sense, campaign for
the Solomons; Rabaul is hit with
171 tons of bombs on 14th raid in
16 days; 21 Jap planes knocked
out in Rabaul and Wewak raids
to loss of three of ours.
• • •

Akron, Ohio (N)—Idle Marine
talk in far-off Australia has made
close friends of Mary Lou McBride and Sarah LaCause. Their
husbands met in Australia. In
casual conversation they found
both had wives working in the
Goodyear plant here. Through
letters from their husbands, the
young wives became acquainted.

State Population
Drops 11.7 Percent

Local GOP Leaders Ceilings Fixed On
Farm Machinery
Attend Lincoln
Prices At Auction Sales
Rally Al Lville
Of Implements Are
Todd, Park Most Prominently Mentioned For
Senate Race Against
Barkley

Held In Line
Recognizing that many farmers need to replace or add to
their mechanical equipment in
order to produce this years expected record -crop of foodstuff,
the Louisville District Office of
Price Administration pointed out
today the importance of keeping
prices of farm implements sold at
auction in line.
Ceiling prices have been set
for nine of the larger-type farm
comprise
implements,
which
about 60 percent of the dollar
volume of used farm machinefy
auction sales. Included are combines, corn binders, corn pickers, farm tractors (except crawler types), motor or tractor operated hay balers, hay loaders,
manure spreaders, side delivery
rakes, and combinations of these
items with other equipment
mounted thereon, when the corn

The Republican State Convention to elect delegates to the Republican National Convention
AIR WAR—Only six 1 planes
will be held in Louisville Tueslost as hundreds of Allied craft
Kentucky Has Lost
day, April 25, the Republican
bomb northern France invasion
286,733 Residents
State Central Committee decided
coast fourth time in five days.
• • •
at a cut, dried and harmonious
Since April, 1940
PEACE TALKS — Stockholm
While Louisville's metropolitan twenty-minute meeting at the
buzzes with reports of imminent population increased 11.7 per- Brown Hotel last Thursday.
armistice between Russia and cent, to 503,999, Kentucky as a
County mass conventions will
Finland as peace talks conitnue. whole declined 10.1 percent, los• • •
be held Saturday, April 22, and
ing 286,733 residents since April
conventions
Monday,
REDS MOVE ON — Russians I, 1940, the U. S. Bureau of district
capture 40 communities; Ukraine Census reports indicated yester- April 24.
armies close in on remains of day.
Judge Herman L. Stephens,
Germans encircled in Cherkasy
The bureau's figures, record- Urey Lamb, Earl Hillyard, L. W.
trap.
ing an unprecedents national mi- Bodenhamer, Kermit Sigle r,
• • •
gration of civilian population, James Oates, and Fred Nichols
ROAD TO ROME—Allies bomb showed that California gained represented
Caldwell county at
Benedictine Monastery atop more than 1,000,000 residents and
the annual Lincoln Day celebraMount Cassino to oust Nazi. New York lost about the same tion
and attended the banquet
troops stalling Cassino drive; number.
at the Brown Hotel last Thurs- P
r4/4
land fighting continues on reThese reports were based on day night, returning home Satduced scale.
registrations for War Ration urday.
• • •
the
Book Four and indicated that
The committee meeting and the
THE ANNIHILATION CON- the nation's civilian population as
Lincoln Day dinner brought ReTINUES — Red Army captures a whole had decreased about 4,- publicans
to Louisville from all
Korsun, core of trap in which 000,000, or 3.1 percent between
sections of the State in such
ten German divisions have been April, 1940, and November 1,
numbers that the hotel was unfighting hopelessly for 11 days, 1943.
able to accommodate all those
but Nazi relief army attacking
On the basis of ration registra- who desired to attend the dinner.
outside Soviet encirclement tions, the bureau recorded the
Principal dinner speakers were
drives "slight wedge" in Russian nation's total population on NoGov. Simeon Willis, Lt. Gov.
/ff
lines.
vember 1, 1943, and 131,329,1
Kenneth H. Tuggle and Attorney
• • •
on April 1, 1940.
General Eldon S. Dummit.
t),
f G:Nese-0.% • //
NEW ADVANCE IN PACIFIC
An indication of harmony pre—Americans occupy Rooke Is- on New Britain take village 21
vailing at the committee meeting
land in strait between New miles east of Cape Gloucester•
was given
when Thomas S.
Guinea and New Britain; Marines Allies make new raids on Rabau Yates,
Grayson, chairman, foland other Jap bases in South
containing copies of the resolu- west Pacific. Japs bomb Roi lowing a roll call when he opention to Representative Joe E. causing moderate damage an ed the meeting by saying those
Nunn and Senator Roy L. Mc- casualties; our planes raid sev who came expecting a scrap were
going to be disappointed.
Donald Tuesday morning.
eral atolls in Marshalls.
As well as electing delegates
• • •
IMPROVEMENT IN BURMA- to the national convention in
by the author
British and Indian troops. ar Chicago June 26, when the party
of "Main Street"
paring down Japanese force o will name its nominees for President and Vice President, the
about
2,000
which
filtere
entucky conventions will result
through Allied lines on Araka
Another phase of American
May Warn of Disordered
in election of a new State comlife, presented in the diallengfront;
Mountbatten
says enem
Kidney Action
mittee.
This
is
satirical Lewis manner.
done
ing.
every
presiposition
"continues to deterior
Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
ential election year.
Irregular h•bita, improper eating and ate."
• THEY WERE U.11
drinking—its risk of exposure end ielecBefore and after the commit• • •
PENDABLE by W. L.
tion—throw. heavy .train on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
hoc. Authentic storf
THE BEACHHEAD AND CAS tee meeting there was discussion
over-taxed and (ail to filter exc.'s. acid
of P.T. boatvaction in
by couples and by groups of a
and other Impurities from the life-giving
SINO—British
night
bombe
the
Philippines.
blood.
Republican nominee for United
You may suffer nagging backache, joined American
planes in as•
MEET
ME IN ST.1
headache, dIscinesa, getting up nights,
States Senator, the post now
leg pains, •welling—feel constantly saults on Germans in Anzio area,
LOUIS by Sally Bentired, nervous, all worn out. Other glans
held
by
Democratic
Senator
.on.
AlHighly
humorous
of kidney or bladder disorder are come- where ground fig'iting has slack
story of American
time, burning, scanty or too frequent
ened. Americans gain 200 yard ben W. Barkley and, to a lesser
urination.
home life.
xtent, of Republican nominees
Try Dose's Pals. Doon's help the through streets of Cassino.
• WESTERN ROUNDUP $1
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
for the nine Kentucky seats in
• • •
waste. They have had more than half a
by Max Brand. Two
the House of Representatives.
century of public approval. Are recomAIR POWER—W. P. B. officia
complete action.
mended by grateful users everywhere.
Most prominently mentioned
Ask your neighbor!
packed novels of the
says U. S. raids have cut Germs
for the nomination for Senator
hard-fighting West.
fighter plane production 40 per
were Jouett Ross Todd, James
• HERNDON'S LIFE OP $1
cent; Allies continue their end
LINCOLN, a classic!
Park, Lexington; Judge Odis W.
less attacks on France and Hol
Fearless biography by
Bertelsman, Newport, and Judge
land.
Lincoln% 'law partner.
Clarence Bartlett, Hartford.

BOOK SHELF

Another
Sinclair Lewis Hit!
•

Gideon Planish

DOAN'S PILLS

You Don't Need A Ration Stamp
FOR

INSURANCE
Don't Be Fooled....
, . . about the price you pay
for insurance on your household
furniture,
including your clothing, your
personal
effects, or your home.
WHY PAY $1.00 or MORE per
month
or as MUCH AS $36 or $40 for
a 3year fire insurance policy, when
you
can buy as good or BETTER POLICY
from your own hothe folks at a cost
of
from

is

Thursday, February 17,1

The Princeton Leader Princeton, Kentucky
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$5.70 to $9.90 for $500
For A Term of 3 Years

The Rates....
. . . on a frame dwelling,
with fireproof roof, for a fire and
lightning,
and comprehensive extended
coverage
policy, including furniture and
clothing is

Lubrication&
Oil Change
SPECIAL!
----NEXT WEEK ONLY--

binatlon is sold Al a unit.
Maximum prices for these implements must not exceed 85
percent of the original 1. o. b.

Have you a. • •

"Clearance Policy"?

factory list price if less than one
year old, or 70 percent if the
machinery has been used one
year or longer.
That prices for new farm machinery have been kept in line
is Indicated by figures from the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics showing that since November, 1941, prices paid by
farmers for implements other
than tractors have risen only 7.6
percent, as compared with an increase of about 30 percent for
period
the comparable 2-year
during the last war.

EverybodY should have ane to provide money for ii4
paid when a member of thi
big bills that must be
family dies.
• 5>

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.

Can you afford to be without
insurance on your property?

It Is A Good Policy To Have
A Good Policy With A Good
Policy Writing
Agency Who Has Had More Than
50 Years Experience In
Writing Fire
Insurance Policies.

Don't Let This
Happen Too Late!
Come in and see us at our
office108 S. Harrison Street
Call Us By Phone. Our Office
Phone
Number is 490.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FARMERS: See Watson Feed
Store for Sun Flour Brand
Poultry, Dairy and 40 percent
Hog Supplement. Mfg. by Hop1tp
kinsville Milling Co.

Stop puzzlingl U you need money
lov income taxes. se• us for a
prompt tax loan NOW1 Pay your
taxes ... get them oil your mind,
To arrange for a loan. COMO in or
phone]

FOR SALE: One Oliver Tractor
Plow, 2-12 inch Flat Bottom,
or will trade for 1 16-inch pull
type. See Champ Oates, one
and one-half miles East of
1tp
Farmersville.

A
phone tell to es
may softie yosr
'scow* fez problem
today!

WANTED: Truck drivers. Apply
in person to Merchants Service
ltc
Line, Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON, KY,

Loans T. Refit Mee end Weans
.31e91is or Married, la All Trees ef
Employes's*.

Interztatc FLnance

CORPORATION of KY.I"(ORPOQUI0
Phone
470

106y, Market St.
Princeton, Ky.
I

Maurice Frenri
Managtt

Jr".1

M

(

BEXE

WE'VE HAD MANY nice answers to our "letters to servicemen". Do we have your serviceman's (or woman's) address? If not please mail or
bring it to us, so we can add
this name to our list of over
700 names. Keach Furniture
Co., Hopkinsville, Ky.
5-35

\•
VITAMIN B COMP
1 CAPSULES
Mode by a great lobe*
tory and sold to you vik
this guarantee: take Beni
for 'ten days. If at the 04
of. the time you don't feel
better, your mbney bock!

BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson. Louisville,
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
10(36)p

Wood Drug Store

FOR SALE: Very choice Holstein,
Guernsey and Aryshire heifers $25 each. Shipped C.O.D. if
desired. Bull free with 5 heifers. Homestead Farms, McGraw, N. Y. Route 2.
5(31)

PHONE 611
01
,

0_1

0.11Jr• r;!

INCLUDES:
1. Draining and flushing worn,
thin oil from
crankcase.
2. Refilling with 100 percent
pure Diamond
D-X Motor Oil (Limit 5 quarts.
-30c oil.)
3. Change transmission and
differential of
of old grease, filling with
correct weight
lubricants (limit 6 pounds).
4. D-X complete chassis
lubrication.
5. Checking front wheel
bearings.
7. Checking tires with correct air
pressure.

And cleanliness and health go hand in hand.
Buy
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Apple Sauce
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new

long-lasting

No. 7

Sugar Cookies

::124 C
Laundry Bleach
Steel Wool Pads 3 b.25 Si
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Hot Sauce
9( Salt
Dog Food
Prunes

Scotch Oatmeal
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CRESCENT WALLPAPER CLEANER on
12 oz. can
3 for L.*

lb. 11(

No
97.b303tt

moniz

American Ball

pigs. 9(

SHREDDED RALSTON, bite size
wbolewheat biscuits

FEBRUARY 29 IS TIRE INSPECTION DEADLINE • COME /N TODAY FOR

OFFICIAL OPA TIRE INSPECTION

Jefferson island Hexagon

Oliver's D-X Station
Corner Market and N. Jefferson Sts
Phone 29-W
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POTATOES, Idaho or 10
Cobbler Varieties
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(bag $2.99)
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Broom at your Red Front Store.

WINESAP APPLES
delicious cooked or raw
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A New Broom Sweeps Clean

self-polishing
pintboftotlrefloors

$4.95
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vied War
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Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables,
fresh meat. More 'for

Service Insurance Agency

Princeton, Hy

Naga/ im
INCOME TAXES!

MacGowan's

__$7.28 for $500 or $14.55 for
$1,000__
For 3 Years

Phone 81

111 W. Market St.

Conversion of New Georgia's
headhunting cannibals began
more than thirty years ago.

FOR SALE: 1 tract land 552
acres, 4 miles west of Kuttawa, Ky., on gravel highway.
Good house and barn, lasting
water on each end of this farm.
Ideal stock farm, price $10.00
per acre.
Tract No. 2-140 acres 4 miles
north of Eddyville, Ky., lasting water year around. No
improvements. Good stock farm
$10.00 per acre. Also one 11
/
2
Horse Power Fairbanks-Morse
Gasoline motor in perfect condition. Williams Brothers, Eddyville, Ky. Phone 3712.
tf
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